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Carbon ion therapy a few 100MeV/n 12C beam
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Ref.  http://www.nirs.go.jp/tiryo/himac/himac2.htm
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・70% primary carbons (400MeV/n) are lost by fragmentation 
before stopping region

・Fragmentation significantly modulates depth-dose profile
and causes unwanted dose to the healthy tissue in lateral region

and beyond the bragg peak (tail dose)



Calculation of dose distribution
・Deterministic method using semi-empirical models 

for example Sihver’s model
・Monte carlo codes to simulate fragmentation

for example Geant4, PHITS, Fluka

・However experimental data to validate models or MC codes    
were scarce.

・So we launched the project to study fragmentation with emulsion 
technology using HIMAC at NIRS since 2003.
to establish reaction database

(cross sections, angular distributions etc.)
・The results will be utilized 

to validate models at a level of fundamental processes
to improve the accuracy of dose calculation



Organization:
12 institutes from high energy physics, medical 
and space domains

Nagoya Univ. 
Toho Univ.
Aichi Univ. of Educaiton
Kobe Univ.
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization  (KEK)
Ritsumeikan Univ.
Naruto Univ. of Education
SLAC
National Institute of Radiological Science (NIRS) 
Gunma Univ., Faculty of Medicine
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 
Univ. of Tokyo
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Emulsion

Geant4

NIRS HIMAC-P152 experiment

2003~   Detector R&D for particle identification
2004~   Physics data taking and analysis



Emulsion as a detector of fragmentation

・4π tracking device with 3D resolution of ~1μm
・Track by track particle identification
・Event by event full reconstruction

capable of detailed analysis 
such as correlation of multiple tracks

InteractionCarbon beam
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High speed emulsion read-out system

Developed at Nagoya university

DONUT:  ντ discovery (2000)
OPERA:  νμ→ντoscillation (since 2006)



Physics run with 400 MeV/n 12C and water target
Water is the best material as a tissue equivalent material
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・Wide energy range
・Build-up of thin (2mm :~0.015λint) 

water target 
・Large angular acceptance

: tanθ<0.5
・Track by track charge identification



25cm
2.5cm

12C Beam ~10000 particles
~4000 interactions

Track and vertex reconstruction
after emulsion read-out: NETSCAN



Carbon-Water
charge-changing cross sections 200-400MeV/n

Our results
Total C→B (ΔZ=1)

C→Be (ΔZ=2) C→ Li (ΔZ=3)

Sihver (HIBRAC)

Geant4 binary cascade



preliminary preliminary

H He

tanθ tanθ

Angular distributions of H and He 
fragments in Carbon-Water interactions

Our data
Geant4
Binary cascade

200-400MeV/n



Detection of 8Beground state
Small Q-value :~90keV 

Opening angle between twoα< 20mrad 
α

Target

12C 8Be α
cτ~10nm 

tanΘ

~400events
Opening angle between two He (Z=2)

20mrad

preliminary

Carbon-Water 200-400MeV/n



Detection of 9Bground state

Opening angle between α and p < 30mrad 

9B→8Be+p
2α

Small Q-value :~200keV Target

12C 9B

α

α

p8Be
cτ~10nm cτ~0.1nm 

Carbon-Water 200-400MeV/n

tanΘ

Opening angle between He and H 
after cut: tanΘ( two He)<0.02 

~80events

30mrad

preliminary・First observation 
in a few 100 MeV/n region

・Bumpy structure in tanΘ
would be explained 
by contribution 
from excited states
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Side-view

12C 350MeV/n

Top-view



SummarySummary
・We have measured fragmentation reaction of therapeutic        

carbon ion with water using emulsion.
charge-changing cross sections 200-400 MeV/n

total, B, Be, Li productions
angular distributions of H and He

8Beg.s. and 9Bg.s. observation

・We made some comparisons between our data and model 
calculations. 

We will extend the measurements to lower energy We will extend the measurements to lower energy 
region and for more beams and targets combinations to region and for more beams and targets combinations to 

establish reaction database for carbon ion therapy establish reaction database for carbon ion therapy 
in the near future. in the near future. 

useful to improve dose calculation

Phys. Rev. C 75 054606 (2007)
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